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Safe And Sound
Rebelution

my very first tab!
Just figured this out yesterday in a matter of two minutes and i m stoked!
love this song and could never find chords. hope this helps someone!!
[Intro]

Gm     Cm     F      Bb   F   
                        La-ba-ba-ba oh yeah

[Chorus]

Gm           Cm                       F 
  When we come down, oh yeah yeah yeah
        Bb        F        Gm
We ll be dreaming safe and sound
               Cm         F
You better know why
               Bb   F  Gm
Oh baby that s all I got,

Gm           Cm                       F 
  When we come down, oh yeah yeah yeah
        Bb          F         Gm
We ll be dreaming safe and sound
                Cm               F
You better know why
              Bb   F   Gm      Cm     F 
Oh baby that s all I got
               Bb   F   Gm     Cm     F      Bb(once)
Oh baby that s all I got

[Verse 1]

Gm                  Cm                        F
  Is this the kinda sound that you wanna hear,
                    Bb         F           Gm
Is this the kinda vibe that you wanna feel,
                      Cm
Cause I m the type of guy that you ll never fear,
F                                    Bb           
You can do your thing then come near,
F
Maybe I m,
Gm                     Cm
 I m caught up in the thing that you know I like,
F                Bb          F



So we could make time, baby overnight
Gm                     Cm
  Oh we could make a grand escape,
F               Bb                  F
  And we can roll high on our break, 
Gm                   Cm
  I m all about the look that you re givin  me,
F                    Bb                F
  I m all about the dance moves you re lettin  free,
Gm                       Cm
  Well I m all about a sweet sounding loving spree,
F                         Bb
  So listen for my melody,
F
  And maybe I m,
Gm                   Cm
  Caught up in the thing that you know I like,
F                   Bb         F
  So we could make time, baby overnight
Gm                   Cm 
  Oh we could make a grand escape,
F                 Bb             F
  And we can roll high, by the way

[Chorus]

Gm           Cm                       F 
  When we come down, oh yeah yeah yeah
        Bb        F        Gm
We ll be dreaming safe and sound
               Cm         F
You better know why
               Bb   F  Gm
Oh baby that s all I got,

Gm           Cm                       F 
  When we come down, oh yeah yeah yeah
        Bb          F         Gm
We ll be dreaming safe and sound
                Cm               F
You better know why
              Bb   F   Gm      Cm     F 
Oh baby that s all I got
               Bb   F   Gm     Cm     F      Bb(once)
Oh baby that s all I got
Gm    Cm    F    Bb  F 

[Verse 2]

Yeah this the kinda sound that I wanna hear,
Yeah this the kinda vibe that I wanna feel,



And you re the type of girl, baby you re the real,
Check it one time, what s the deal?
Maybe I m,
I m caught up in the thing that you know I like,
Yeah we could make time, baby overnight
Oh we could make a grand escape,

[Chorus]

Gm           Cm                       F 
  When we come down, oh yeah yeah yeah
        Bb        F        Gm
We ll be dreaming safe and sound
               Cm         F
You better know why
               Bb   F  Gm
Oh baby that s all I got,

Gm           Cm                       F 
  When we come down, oh yeah yeah yeah
        Bb          F         Gm
We ll be dreaming safe and sound
                Cm               F
You better know why
              Bb   F   Gm      Cm     F 
Oh baby that s all I got
               Bb   F   Gm     Cm     F      Bb(once)
Oh baby that s all I got
Gm    Cm    F    Bb  F 


